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To,

Smt. Sujata Ray,

Director (HR),

BSNL Board,
New Delhi - 110001

Subjebt: Promotion in the cadre of EE (E) and SDE (E) by up gradation of posts - Our

request regarding.

Respected Madam,

On the subject cited above, we would like to extend our sincere thanks for conducting the CPCs for

oromotions in various cadres at a fast track before implementation of CPSU cadre hierarchy. In this

regard, it is submitted that the Executives from Electrical wing are the most sufferers which need to be

highlighted here.

after considering the recently promoted JTO (E)s. So, there are nearly 440 posts are vacant in

Jro (E).

F ln the grade of SDE (E), promotions have been recently issued up to 1996 batch only and still

the JTO (E)s from 1997 are waiting for SDE (E) promotion'

(2000 batch) onwards are waiting for EE (E) promotion.

The above status shows that the career progression in this wing is much laggard compared to the

other streams. Because of this, the executives of Electrical wing are very much distressed'

For maintaining equality among the fellow streams, it is requested that benefit of upgraded posts

should be extended to these deprived cadres, by upgrading the sufficient posts to promote SDE(E) to

EE (E) and JTO (E) to SDE (E) cadres.

With kind regards,

President
S. Sivakumar

M. :9486102121
E-mail : presidentaibsnlea@gmail.com

Gopy for kind information and necessary action to:

1. The CGM (EW), BSNL Corporate Office, New Delhi - 110001

2. The GM (Pers.), BSNL Corporate Office, New Delhi - 110001
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[/.-General Secretary
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